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2. REPORT TYPE Osamu Ishihara, a senior technical advisor Dr. Yoshiharu Nakamura, a research associate Dr. Masako Shindo, doctoral students Mr. Chikara Kojima and Mr. Wataru Sekine. Several graduate students as well as senior undergraduate students were also involved in the experiments.
Complex plasma, also known as a dusty plasma, is a plasma with micron-sized dust particles in which charged dust particles interact with a background plasma. A system with dust particles is characterized by low frequency oscillations， typically 1 to 10 Hz, and a system with plasma particles is characterized by high frequency oscillations, typically 0.1 to 10GHz. The interaction between two distinct systems produces novel features in cooperative phenomena. Basic features of a complex plasma at a room temperature has been studied by a device YCOPEX, while a cryogenic complex plasma has been studied by YD-1 and YD-2. We have produced a discharge plasma in the vapor of liquid helium in the device YD-2 and in the helium gas cooled by liquid helium in the device YD-1. has been used to study the fundamental physics of a room temperature complex plasma. Theoretical study on Coulomb clusters by dust particles revealed the CME (configuration of minimum energy) structures for elongated plasma confinement. Theoretical and simulation study on cryogenic complex plasma has revealed the diffusion process of charged dust particles produced in the vapor of liquid helium toward the surface of liquid helium.
I. Objectives
Our overall goal is to study basic physics of a complex plasma at a room temperature as well as in a cryogenic environment and to reveal novel natures of a cryogenic complex plasma produced by a stable discharge above or in superfluid liquid helium .
II. Research Personnel
The principal investigator, Professor Osamu Ishihara of Yokohama National University, has been conducting the research at Yokohama National University. Research personnel includes Figure 2 shows examples of dust particles photographed in YD-1. The pictures are taken at a room temperature for clear images. While we were carrying out preliminary experiments at a room temperature without surrounding cryogenic liquid, we observed peculiar behavior of dust particles in a plasma near the bottom of the glass tube. After dust particles were dropped and exposed in a plasma, charged dust particles started to move up in the plasma as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .. Dust particles were going upward against the gravity in the plasma, something not reported in the literature. We interpret now that dust particles are in a long sheath region where strong electric field exists while plasma is characterized by no electric field. Negatively charged particles were pushed upward by the sheath electric field. Although we did not plan to study dynamics of dust particles in a sheath at the room temperature, we realized that our Dewar bottle is very useful to study particle dynamics in a sheath.
Because of the 1 m long tube, dust particles gain gravitational energy and dust particles could dive well into the sheath. In a conventional experimental device, which is 10 cm in vertical length at most, dust particles are stationary at the sheath edge balanced by the gravitational force and the sheath electric field. Our observation shows the dynamic motion of dust particles in the sheath region, something not reported in the past. We presented our findings at the international conference in October, 2007 in Nara.
The technique developed in the room temperature is used to determine the dust charge in the 
(3) YCOPEX (Yokohama Complex Plasma Experiment)
YCOPEX is a linear machine to make a complex plasma at the room temperature to support the YD-1 and YD-2 experiments. This simple linear machine has been built to assist the diagnostics of a cryogenic complex plasma in YD-1 and in YD-2. The 1 m long cylindrical Pyrex glass chamber with inner diameter of 16 cm, shown in Fig. 10 , has been used to study fundamental physics of a complex plasma including charge state of dusts, ion and neutral drag forces on a dust particle, interparticle distance in a Coulomb cluster and so on. The PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) system described in the above section to study dynamics of dust particles in a complex plasma is tested first in YCOPEX before we apply to a more complicated cryogenic system. The YCOPEX has a unique feature to confine dust particles two dimensionally at the edge of the sheath on the metallic plate and the collective motion of dust particles can be controlled by tilting the chamber itself (See publication Nakamura and Ishihara (2008) ). 
IV. Publication/Presentation
